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Abstract: Taking Au−Cu system as an example, three discoveries and two methods were presented. First, a new way for boosting 
sustainable progress of systematic metal materials science (SMMS) and alloy gene engineering (AGE) is to establish holographic 
alloy positioning design (HAPD) system, of which the base consists of measurement and calculation center, SMMS center, AGE 
center, HAPD information center and HAPD cybernation center; Second, the resonance activating-sychro alternating mechanism of 
atom movement may be divided into the located and oriented diffuse modes; Third, the equilibrium and subequilibrium holographic 
network phase diagrams are blueprints and operable platform for researchers to discover, design, manufacture and deploy advanced 
alloys, which are obtained respectively by the equilibrium lever numerical method and cross point numerical method of isothermal 
Gibbs energy curves. As clicking each network point, the holographic information of three structure levels for the designed alloy may 
be readily obtained: the phase constitution and fraction, phase arranging structure and properties of organization; the composition, 
alloy gene arranging structure and properties of each phase and the electronic structures and properties of alloy genes. It will create a 
new era for network designing advanced alloys. 
Key words: Au−Cu system; holographic alloy positioning design system; equilibrium and subequilibrium holographic network 
phase diagrams; systematic metal materials science; network designing advanced alloys 
                                                                                                             
 
 
1 Introduction 
 

There exist a lot of invented advanced alloys in the 
alloy systems consisting of 81 kinds of metal elements 
accounting for 79% in the Periodic Table of Elements, 
that needs a new way for researchers to discover, design, 
manufacture and deploy advanced alloys as taking and 
using manpower and material resources sparingly frame. 
Nowadays, the old and historical biological has science 
why has reached to the level to be capable of transferring 
genes and the “clone” creature, while in the same old 
field of the metal materials science, alloy design is still at 
the stage of experimential design (or cooking method). 
According to the three-stage evolution of the way of 
thinking of human (naive holism, reductionism, 

systematology or systematic holism), the development 
process of the metallic materials science has been 
analyzed [1−3], and the following main conclusions have 
been obtained: 

1) In the past several centuries, reductionism was in 
dominant position in the West. Materials scientists in this 
period could only follow the law of historical 
development to establish a theory with a single-structure 
or a single-property. The exact reason is that the 
reductionism way of thinking is deep-rooted and is 
difficult to change, because of the long history of the 
metallic materials science. 

2) In the middle of the 20th century, 
BERTALANFFY, a biologist, established general 
systematology. Since then, the biology was rapidly 
developed due to both the conflict between “holism” and 
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“reductionism” and the combination of “analysis” and 
“integration”. At that time, the material physicists 
believed that the development of the metallic materials 
science would depend on the electronic theory of alloys; 
the material thermo-chemists believed that the 
development of the materials science would depend on 
the thermodynamics. So far, the electron theory of alloy 
phases is developing along the quantum mechanical band 
theory → quantum mechanical ab initio calculations 
(QMAC)→QMAC-thermodynamics [4−11], then, the 
QMAC-community has been formed. The 
thermodynamics of alloy phases is developing along the 
statistic thermodynamics of alloy phases → calculation 
of phase diagrams (CALPHAD) → thermodynamics 
[12−20], then, the CALPHAD-community has been 
formed. However, most of the design and testing of 
alloys are currently performed through time-consuming 
and repetitive experiment. In order to discover, design, 
manufacture and deploy advanced materials in a more 
expeditious and economical way, the materials genome 
initiative (MGI) was proposed, where the “materials 
genome” was given a rather vague definition [21]. 
Recently, the materials genome has been defined as “a 
set of information (databases) allowing predication of a 
material’s structure, as well as its response to processing 
and usage conditions” [22]. We would say that it is not a 
good way, because the main barriers to hinder progress 
in thermodynamics and electron theory of alloys can not 
be removed by this way. First, they have not found the 
alloy gene (AG) sequence and AG-Gibbs energy level 
sequence, then the AG- Gibbs energy partition function 
can not be established, and the real Gibbs energy 
function can not be derived. Second, they have not found 
the reason for keeping structure stabilization of alloys 
against changing temperature and the atom movement 
mechanism to change structure for suiting variation in 
temperature. Third, up to now, researchers have got used 
to recognizing the experimental phenomena observed 
during very slow variation in temperature to be 
thermodynamic equilibrium [23−28], lacking an essential 
definition of the thermodynamic equilibrium order- 
disorder transition. Fourth, up to now, researchers have 
not understood that the real Gibbs energy function of an 
alloy phase should be derived from Gibbs energy 
partition function constructed of alloy gene sequences 
and their Gibbs energy level sequences. 

3) The human way of thinking has evolved into 
systematic thinking mode. People become more and 
more clearly realized that it is important to think and deal 
with the complex system as a whole. The widespread of 
the systematic thinking mode will inevitably lead 
materials science to develop towards the direction of 
“systematization”, “high mathematization” and 

“integration of science and technology”. Unfortunately, 
the reductionism thinking mode is still in the dominant 
position of metallic materials science. 

Since the 1970s, we have been engaged in 
establishing the systematic metallic materials science 
(SMMS) based on the systematology, which includes 
system sciences, information sciences, and cybernation 
sciences, and gotten systematic achievements: 

1) According to the systematic structure diversity 
proposition of systematology, which is “A diversity of 
structures of a system is attributed to combination and 
arrangement of structure units in basic structure unit 
sequences”, we discovered that the alloy gene 
(AG)-sequences are the central characteristic atom 
sequences in the basic coordination cluster sequences 
and established AG-theory based on the experimental 
data [29,30] or first-principles electron theory of   
alloys [31,32], which includes separated theory of 
AG-potential energies and volumes [33,34], AG-valence 
bound theory [35,36] and AG-thermodynamics [37]. 

2) According to the systematic properties diversity 
proposition of  systematology, which is “A diversity of 
properties of a system is attributed to contents and 
transmission mode of the information about properties of 
basic structure unit sequences”, we established the 
transmission law of the extensive q-properties of alloy 
genes [37,38] and the AG-Gibbs energy ),( TxΩ - 
partition function [37], and discovered six rules for 
establish -),( TxΩ partition function [39]. 

3) According to the systematic entirety and 
correlativity proposition of systematology, which is “The 
entirety of a complex system is attributed to the 
multilevel of structures and properties and to the 
correlatives between different structural levels, between 
different properties and between structures and 
properties”, we proposed that the SMMS framework 
contains three levels: the electron-structures of atoms, 
atom- and electron (valence bond)-structures of phases 
and phase-structures of organizations, which are 
simplified as atom-level, phase-level and organization- 
level, respectively [37]. 

4) According to the systematic openness proposition 
of systematology, which is “Properties are determined by 
structure; properties should be suitable for environments; 
environments change structure”, we pointed out that the 
man’s knowledge of relationships of structures, 
properties and temperature for alloys has been changed 
from single causality to systematic correlativity. We also 
discovered that the systematic correlativity may be 
described by a set of equilibrium holographic network 
phase (EHNP) diagrams of each ordered sublattice 
system and discovered system, which belong in contents 
of the alloy gene arranging (AGA) theory of alloy phases. 
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The AGA-theory includes AGA-equilibrium thermo- 
dynamics [37−39], AGA-subequilibrium thermo- 
dynamics [40], AGA-crystallography [40,41], and AGA- 
valence bond theory [43−46]. Then, we established a set 
of equilibrium holographic network phase (EHNP) 
diagrams of AuCu-, AuCu3- and Au3Cu-type sublattice 
systems by the minimum mixed Gibbs energy path 
method (see Appendix A.3). 

5) According to the systematic kinetics proposition 
of systematology, which is “A system has not only ability 
to keep structure stabilization against a changing 
environment, but also a mechanism to change structure 
for suiting variation in environments”, taking 
experimental path on disordering AuCuI )( Cu

4
Au
8 AA  

composed of Au
8A  and Cu

4A  stem alloy genes as an 
example, we presented three discoveries and a method. 
The ability of AuCuI )( Cu

4
Au
8 AA to keep structure 

stabilization against changing temperature is attributed to 
the fact that the Au

8A  and Cu
4A   potential well depths 

greatly surpass their vibration energies, which leads to 
the subequilibrium of experimental path; A new atom 
movement mechanism of AuCuI )( Cu

4
Au
8 AA  to change 

structure for suiting variation in temperature is the 
“resonance activating-synchro alternating” (RA-SA) of 
alloy genes, which leads to heterogeneous and successive 
subequilibrium transitions; There exists jumping order 
degree, which leads to the existence of jumping 
Tj-temperature and an unexpected so-called “retro-effect” 
about jumping temperature retrograde shift to lower 
temperatures upon increasing the heating rate. A set of 
subequilibrium holographic network path charts have 
been obtained by the experimental mixed enthalpy path 
method [40]. 

6) According to the sixth and seventh systematic 
philosophic propositions of systematology proposed in 
this work, one of them is that “The vitality of a system is 
attributed to information cycle” (simplified as systematic 
vitality proposition or systematic information cycle 
proposition), the other is that “The entire optimization of 
a system is attributed to effective cybernation” 
(simplified as the systematic entire optimization 
proposition or systematic cybernation proposition), we 
have discovered that the new way for boosting 
sustainable progress of SMMS and alloy gene 
engineering (AGE) is to establish HAPD-system of alloy 
systems, of which the base consists of measurement and 
calculation (MC) center, SMMS center, AGE center, 
HAPD-system information center and HAPD-system 
cybernation center. The equilibrium and subequilibrium 
holographic network phase (EHNP and SHNP) diagrams 
are the blueprints and operable platform for researchers 
to discover, design, manufacture and deploy advanced 
alloys. In this work, we take Au−Cu order-disorder 
system as an example to present HAPD-system base, 

EHNP- and SHNP-diagrams. 
 
2 HAPD-system base 
 

The HAPD-system is a three-in-one combination 
body composed of the science, technology and social 
engineering, which includes three levels: 1) HAPD- 
system science consisting of the SMMS-framework, 
HAPD-system information (HAPDSI) science and 
HAPD-system cybernation (HAPDSC) science, as well 
as philosophy; 2) HAPD-system technology engineering 
(simplified as AG-engineering) consisting of discovery, 
design, certification and manufacture technologies;     
3) HAPD-system base consisting of MC-center, SMMS- 
center, AGE-center, HAPDSI-center and HAPDSC- 
center. Their systematic correlativity may be explained 
by HAPD-system base. 
 
2.1 MC-center and SMMS-center 

The SMMS-framework is established by complete 
scientific theory research stages: experimental 
observation and measurements−perceptual knowledge− 
image thinking−mathematics thinking−information 
circulation−philosophic thinking. There may have new 
discovers and innovative achievements obtained at every 
stage, but experimental observation and measurements 
are still the source of theory innovation and the criterion 
for test theory, and the philosophy is the “mother” of all 
sciences, because the functions of the philosophy in the 
scientific practice are not only to explain and guide, but 
also to strengthen the scientific faith and courage of the 
explorers. It is a good example that the old and historical 
metal materials science has been developed into the 
SMMS-framework. 

The MC-center is responsible for chemical analysis 
(CA), structure and property (SP) measurements and 
applied analogy, as well as computer calculation. It has 
been realized that the operable platform for researchers 
to discover, design, manufacture and computer programs, 
capacity and instrument (see Fig. 1(a)). 

The SMMS-framework consists of three level 
theories: AG-theory, AGA-theory and alloy phase 
arranging (APA) theory. Similar to any other system, 
each structure level theory has its constituent units, 
structure units, structure model, mathematic equations, 
information circulation, scientific functions and scientific 
significance. 

The SMMS-center is the basic part of the 
HAPD-system (see Fig. 1(b)). The main tasks of the 
SMMS-center are to develop SMMS-framework and to 
establish holographic alloy knowledge (HAK) database 
of alloy systems. 
2.1.1 Developing AG-theory and establishing AG- 

database 
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While forming alloy by pure elements, it is a fact 
without dispute that constituent atom states split into the 
atomic state sequences, due to the influence of the 
coordinative configurations. Therefore, the central 
characteristic atom sequences in the coordination cluster 
sequences should be taken as the basic structure unit 
sequences, i.e., AG-sequences. Analogously with the 
biological gene, an alloy gene sequence is defined as a 
characteristic atom sequence carrying a set of 
transmission information about electronic structures, 
physical and thermodynamic properties, which may be 
obtained by AG-theory [37]. Therefore, the alloy gene 
and characteristic atom are synonym. To develop 
AG-theory and establish AG-database of binary and 
ternary alloy systems is not only a long-term but also 
tough task, that needs the cooperation of scientists and 
engineers in the world. 
2.1.2 Developing AGA-theory and establishing AGA- 

database 

The establishments of the AG-theory and 
AG-holographic information database have led 
traditional alloy phase theories to fundamental variations. 
1) Based on the AG-holographic information database, 
the crystallography described by constituent atoms 
occupied at lattice points has been developed into the 
AGA-crystallography described by alloy genes-occupied 
at lattice points [41,42]. 2) Based on the AG-Gibbs 
energy levels, the statistic thermodynamics described by 
constituent atoms pairs and constituent atoms clusters, of 
which the constituent atoms occupied at lattice points, 
has been developed into the AGA-equilibrium 
thermodynamics described by alloy genes occupied at 
the AG-Gibbs energy levels [37−39]. 3) Based on the 
AG-valence electron structure sequences, the first 
principle electron theory of alloys has been developed 
into the AGA-valence bond theory of alloy phases 
[43−46]. 4) Based on the RA-SA mechanism and 
experimental path tracking method, the AGA-kinetics of 

Fig. 1 HAPD-base: (a) MC-center and 
information circulation; (b)  SMMS-center and 
information circulation; (c) AGE-center and 
information circulation; (d) HAPDSI-center and 
information circulation; (e) HAPDSC-center 
and information circulation 
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the order-disorder transition described by AGA- 
holographic network path charts has been established 
[40]. 5) Based on the AG-holographic information 
database and essential definition of equilibrium 
order-disorder transition, the traditional phase diagram of 
single ordered phase sublattice system described only by 
phase boundary lines has been developed into a set of 
EHNP-diagrams described by a set of information about 
AGA-structures, physical and thermodynamic properties 
[37−39]. 6) Based on the AG-holographic information 
database and essential definition of subequilibrium 
order-disorder transition, the SHNP-diagrams of single 
ordered phase sublattice system described by a set of 
information about AG-concentrations, physical and 
thermodynamic properties may be established (see 
Section 4). However, to develop AGA-theory and 
establish AGA-database of binary and ternary alloy 
systems is not only a long-term but also a tough task, 
which needs cooperation of scientists and engineers in 
the world. 
2.1.3 Developing APA-theory and establishing APA- 

database 
The APA-theory in the SMMS-framework includes 

APA-equilibrium thermodynamics, APA-subequilibrium 
thermodynamics and APA-structure theory. The main 
task of APA-equilibrium thermodynamics is to establish 
EHNP-diagrams of alloy systems (see Section 3). The 
main task of APA-subequilibrium thermodynamics is to 
establish SHNP-diagrams of alloy systems, which are 
proposed in the present research work (see Section 4). 

The complete scientific theory research stages are 
completed by different scientists and engineers at 
different stages of the process, but their results, 
knowledge, achievements and so on should be deposited 
into the holographic alloy knowledge (HAK) database to 
be shared for scientists and engineers, that is very useful 
to accelerate the full continuum. 
 
2.2 AGE-center 

The wide spread of the systematic thinking mode 
will inevitably lead materials science to develop towards 
the direction of integration of science and technology, 
which is one of the characters of the “big science”. 
Science is the source of all technological achievements, 
and the development of science is also dependent on the 
progress of technology. The main tasks of AGE-center 
are to obtain advanced materials and to establish 
AGE-information database. In general, an advanced 
material from conception to market deployment should 
undergo four stages (Fig. 1(b)): discovery→design→
certification→manufacturing, which may be completed 
by different scientific and engineering teams at different 
stages of the process, but their inventive stories, design 
procedures, certification examinations, technological 

process, deployment results and so on should be 
deposited into the AGE-information database to be 
shared for scientists and engineers, that is very useful to 
accelerate the full continuum. 
 
2.3 HAPDSI-center 

“A vitality of a system is attributed to information 
circulation”. Early in 2003, we advocated to establish 
metallic materials information science, which is focused 
on both the rebirth of general information and objective 
information and the running rules of their expression, 
transform, storage, transform, examination and results. In 
order to strengthen motive force of sustainable progress 
of systematic metal materials science and alloy gene 
engineering, it is necessary to establish HAPSI-center, 
which is a hub of information in the HAPD-system. Its 
main tasks are as follows: 1) To establish MC-database 
and shared information platform, through cooperation 
with the MC-center; 2) To establish shared HAK- 
database and shared information platform, through 
cooperation with the SMMS-center; 3) To establish 
AGE-database and shared information platform, through 
cooperation with the AGE-center; 4) To establish public 
policy database and platform, through cooperation with 
the HAPSC-center; 5) To establish shared information 
database and platform in the HAPSI-center for serving 
scientists, engineers and staff members in the 
HAPDS-base; 6) To increase, check and correct 
information, through information cycle and cooperation 
with other centers. 
 
2.4 HAPDSC-center 

“The entire optimization of a system is attributed to 
effective cybernation”. In essence, the HAPDS-base is a 
science−technology−society combination body established 
along the route of science−technology−manufacture− 
deploy−development. The development is responsible 
for the fact that the achievements of science and 
technology are directly turned productive force in society 
and that the wider support is won from society. The 
society includes policy environment, economy 
environment, culture environment and nature 
environment. In order to discover, design, manufacture 
and deploy advanced alloys in a more expeditions and 
economical way, it is necessary to establish 
HAPSC-center, which is a hub of cybernation in the 
HAPDS-base (Fig. 1(e)). Besides, to be responsible for 
development, HAPDSC-center should be responsible for 
the following tasks: 1) The immediate and long-term 
objective programs of the HAPDS-base and several 
centers should be drawn up, through cooperation with 
other centers; 2) The running rules and regulations of the 
HAPDS-base and several centers should be drawn up, 
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through cooperation with other centers; 3) In order to 
realize objectives for supplying society demands in a 
more expeditious and economical way, the HAPDS-base 
should keep in overall optimization, through adjusting 
systematic structure and adopting various measures 
based on analysis of the cycling information; 4) The 
HAPDSC-center should be responsible for drawing up 
train regulation of researchers, engineers and staff 
members, that is a fundamental cybernation measure to 
realize objectives, because they are basic structure unit 
sequences of the HAPDS-base. 
 
3 EHNP-diagram of Au−Cu system 
 

Since 1916, the pioneering work of KURNAKOV 
et al, the FCC-based lattice Au−Cu system with ordered 
Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems, as 
well as disordered FCC-based lattice system have been 
studied as a classical paragon with complete order− 
disorder transition for about a centenary. However, a real 
equilibrium phase diagram of Au−Cu system has not 
been established, because one of many reasons is that 
researchers have got used to recognizing experimental 
phenomena observed during very slow variation in 
temperature to be thermodynamic equilibrium 
phenomena: 1) The middle jumping Tj-temperatures are 
erroneously considered as the terminal Tc-critical 
temperatures of equilibrium order-disorder transition of 
alloys, although the experimental jumping σj-order 
degrees are 0.8−0.6 and the experimental short range 
order degrees exist at the temperatures considerable 
above the Tj-temperature [23,28]. 2) The composition- 
dependent Ti−x curve is erroneously considered as the 
phase boundary xT −c  curve of phase diagram 
[17,18,50,51]. 3) The heterogeneous “subequilibrium 
statistic region-scale heterogeneity” with the same 
composition and different order degrees is erroneously 
considered as two heterogeneous “equilibrium two-phase 
region” consisting of ordered and disordered phases. It 
means that the equilibrium diagram would show the 
ordered phase separated from the disordered phase by a 
two-phase region [24]. 4) They hold that the 
stoichiometric Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3- compounds in 
the Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems 
have the lowest potential energies at  0 K and the 
highest cT -critical temperatures on their phase boundary 
curves, respectively. The researchers in the CALPHAD- 
and QMAC-communities took these miss understandings 
of experimental phenomena as the selected information, 
then adjusted parameters in Gibbs energy functions (or 
wave functions and potential functions within the 
local-density- functional formalism) and established 
so-called equilibrium phase diagrams to achieve the best 
representation of the selected information [22]. These 

phase diagrams are questionable in many respects (see 
Appendix A.1). 

The main task of APA-equilibrium thermodynamics 
is to establish EHNP-diagrams of alloy systems with 
multi-phases competition. The essential definition of 
equilibrium order-disorder transition is that “the     
AG- Gibbs energy levels )(( Au TGi , ))(Cu TGi and AG- 
probabilities ( ),,(Au σTxxi , ),,(Cu σTxxi )  occupied at 
the )(Au TGi - and )(Cu TGi - energy levels can respond 
immediately and change synchronously with each small 
variation in temperature and proceed along the minimal 
Gibbs energy path, supposing that there is no obstacle to 
atom movement”. 

According to the essential definition of equilibrium 
order-disorder transition, the isothermal xG −Δ m

T  
network phase diagrams of the ordered AuCu-type, 
AuCu3-type and Au3Cu-type sublattice systems, as well 
as FCC-based lattice disordered Au−Cu system were 
established [37−39]. 

According to steps for establishing EHNP diagrams 
of Au−Cu system  (see Appendix A.2), the three 
dimensional xTq −−  EHNP-diagrams, and the two 
dimensional ,q xT − xq −T  and Tqx −  EHNP- 
diagrams of Au-Cu system may be established by the 
equilibrium lever numerical method of isothermal Gibbs 
energy xG −Δ m

T  curves  (see Appendix B), where q 
denotes the mixed Gibbs energy mGΔ , order degree σ , 
configurational entropy cS , mixed characteristic Gibbs 
energy ,*mGΔ mixed enthalpy ,mHΔ  mixed potential 
energy ,mEΔ mixed volume ,mVΔ generalized 
vibration free energy ,vX  generalized vibration energy 

,vU  generalized vibration entropy vS , mixed specific 
heat capacity m

pcΔ , mixed thermal expansion coefficient 
mαΔ  and activities ( Aua  and Cua ).  The xT

G
−

Δ m  
and xT −σ  EHNP diagrams are respectively shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3 (The EHNP diagrams of other properties 
have been omitted), from which the following main 
characteristics are presented. 

The ordered phases of Au3Cu-, AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type sublattice systems are separated from the 
disordered phase by a single xT −c  curve rather than 
by a two-phase coexisted region, which may be 
demonstrated by equilibrium lever numerical method of 
isothermal Gibbs energy curves (see Appendix B). This 
situation is attributed to the fact that the ordered and 
disordered phases are constructed by the same Au

iA  and 
Cu
iA  alloy gene sequences and the same Au

iG  and 
Cu
iG  Gibbs energy sequences. 

The highest critical cT -point on the  Tc−x curve 
of Au−Cu system is located at the network point 
( Cux =55.5%, cT =839 K, mGΔ =−10189.02 J/mol), 
through accurate calculation by the differential method 
between Gibbs energies of ordered and disordered alloys 
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Fig. 2 T−x EHNP diagrams with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of Au−Cu system: (a) Equilibrium phase diagram with 
iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of Au3Cu-type sublattice system; (b) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs 
energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of AuCu-type sublattice system; (c) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT
G

−
Δ m  

curves of AuCu3-type sublattice system; (d) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT
G

−
Δ m  curves of 

FCC-based lattice disordered Au(1−x)Cux solution; (e) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT
G

−
Δ m  curves of 

Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems described by green, red and blue curves respectively; (f) Equilibrium phase 
diagram of Au−Cu system with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves and equilibrium isothermal Gibbs energy levers 
 
(see Appendix C). 

There exist phase boundary curves with two-phase 
coexisting regions between the two ordered phases. The 
two-phase coexisting region between the Au3Cu- and 
AuCu-type ordered alloy phases is described by 

PB3 ])type-Cu(Au[ m xT
G

−
Δ

 and −
Δ

)type-AuCu([ mG
T  

PB]x  phase boundary curves (left side on Fig. 2(f)). The 
two-phase coexisting region between the AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type ordered alloy phases is described by 

PB])type-AuCu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

 and −
Δ

)type-AuCu([ 3mG
T  

PB]x  phase boundary curves (right side on Fig. 2(f)).  
In the single- and two-phase regions, a lot of  
information may be obtained, as clicking any one 
network point: 1) The phases and their fractions, average 
Gibbs energy and average other properties of the alloy at 
this network point are present; 2) The compositions, 
Gibbs energies, a set of thermodynamic properties, 
AGA-structures  and their properties of the phases are 
present, because all xTq −−  EHNP-diagrams are 
interlinked. 
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Fig. 3 T−x EHNP diagrams with iso-order degree Tσ−x curves of Au−Cu system: (a) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-order 
degree Tσ−x curves of Au3Cu-type sublattice system; (b) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-order degree Tσ−x curves of AuCu-type 
sublattice system; (c) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-order degree Tσ−x curves of AuCu3-type sublattice system; (d) Equilibrium 
phase diagram with iso-order degree Tσ−x curves of Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems described by green, red and 
blue curves, respectively; (e) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-order degree Tσ−x curves (The experimental jumping Tj(x) points 
were erroneously considered as the equilibrium critical Tc(x) points, which are introduced from references given in [17]) 
 
 
4 SHNP-diagrams of Au−Cu system 
 

The main task of APA-subequilibrium 
thermodynamics is to establish SHNP-diagrams. The 
essential definition of subequilibrium order→disorder 
transition is that “the AG-Gibbs energy levels can 
respond immediately with each small variation in 
temperature, but the AG-probabilities occupied at the 
AG-Gibbs energy levels can not change synchronously, 
even by extremely slow heating (or cooling) rate, which 
leads to the fact that its Gibbs energy path is higher than 
equilibrium path”. We discovered that this transition 
needs superheated (or supercolded) driving Gibbs energy 

together with atom movement RA-SA mechanism. It 
means that the alloy system is at subequilibrium, of 
which the Gibbs energy is not at the minimum under 
some specified combination of temperature and 
composition, but the characteristics of the SHNP- 
diagrams do not change nearly with time, which may be 
several months, several years and even several decades. 

According to steps for establishing SHNP diagrams 
of Au−Cu system  (see Appendix A.2), the three 
dimensional Txq −−  EHNP-diagrams, and the two 
dimensional xT −q , xq −T  and Tqx −  EHNP- 
diagrams of Au−Cu system may be established by the 
subequilibrium cross point numerical method (or 
differential method) of isothermal Gibbs energy 
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xG −Δ m
T  curves (see Appendix C), where q denotes 

mixed Gibbs energy ,mGΔ order degree σ, 
configurational entropy cS , mixed characteristic Gibbs 
energy ,*mGΔ mixed enthalpy mHΔ ,  mixed potential 
energy ,mEΔ mixed volume ,mVΔ generalized 
vibration free energy ,vX  generalized vibration energy 

,vU  generalized vibration entropy vS , mixed specific 
heat capacity m

pCΔ , mixed thermal expansion 
coefficient mαΔ  and activities ( Aua  and Cua ).  The 

xT
G

−
Δ m  and xT −σ  SHNP diagrams are respectively 

shown in Figs. 4 and 5, from which the following main 
characteristics are presented. We have discovered that the 
RA-SA mechanism is a located atom movement 

mechanism rather than a oriented diffuse atom 
movement mechanism in the Au−Cu system, which was 
used to explain the heterogeneous subequilibrium 
successive transitions on disordering AuCuI( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ), 

because the Gibbs energy differences between AuCu- 
and Au3Cu-type ordered alloys and between AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type ordered alloys are small and the volume 
differences between Au

iA  and Cu
iA  alloy genes are 

very large. Therefore, we have predicated the 
subequilibrium limit composition ranges of the long 
range ordered (LRO) Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type 
alloys at 0 K (see Fig. 5(f)). 1) The subequilibrium limit 
composition range of the LRO Au3Cu-type alloys is the 

 

 
Fig. 4 T−x SHNP diagrams with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of Au−Cu system: (a) Subequilibrium phase diagram 
with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of Au3Cu-type sublattice system; (b) Subequilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed 
Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of AuCu-type sublattice system; (c) Subequilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy 
xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of AuCu3-type sublattice system; (d) Subequilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT
G

−
Δ m  curves 

of FCC-based lattice disordered Au(1−x)Cux solution; (e) Subequilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT
G

−
Δ m  

curves of Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems described green, red and blue curves respectively; (f) Subequilibrium 
phase diagram of Au−Cu system with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves 
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Fig. 5 xT −  SHNP diagrams with iso-order degree xT −σ  curves of Au−Cu system: (a) Subequilibrium phase diagram of Au−Cu 
system with iso-order degree xT −σ  curves of Au3Cu-type sublattice system; (b) Subequilibrium phase diagram of Au−Cu system 
with iso-order degree xT −σ  curves of AuCu-type sublattice system; (c) Subequilibrium phase diagram of Au−Cu system with 
iso-order degree xT −σ  curves of AuCu3-type sublattice system; (d) Subequilibrium phase diagram of Au−Cu system with 
iso-order degree xT −σ  curves of Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems, described by the green, red and blue curves, 
respectively; (e) Subequilibrium phase diagram of Au−Cu system with iso-order degree xT −σ  curves of Au−Cu system;        
(f) Characteristics of xG −Δ m

CuAu3
, xG −Δ m

AuCu  and xG −Δ m
CuAu3

 curves of Au3Cu-type, AuCu-type and AuCu3-type sublattice 
systems at 0 K. Each point is described by composition, mixed Gibbs energy and order degree: J1(18.875, −4220.47, 0.0.7540), 
A(21.00, −4807.10, 0.8400, C1(25.00, −5955.72, 1), B(27.50, −6094.93, 0.9667), D(35.50, −6411.03, 0.8600), O1(36.20, −6428.97, 
0.8507), E(36.80, −6443.06, 0.8427), J2(43.375, −6518.13, 0.7553), L1(43.40, −6518.13, 0.7547), C2(50, −8746.23, 1), J3(56.625, 
0.7547), F(62.50, −7094.10, 0.8333), O2(63.05, −7108.69, 0.8407), G(66.50, −7176.61, 0.8667), L2(70.35, −7203.16, 0.9380), C3(75, 
−7163.61, 1), H(79.50, −5726.05, 0.8200), J4(81.125, −5320.59, 0.7550) (The experimental jumping Tj(x) points were erroneously 
considered as the equilibrium critical )(c xT  points, which are introduced from references given in [17]) 
 
J1−O1 range: 18.875%−36.20% Cu at 0 K, where the 
down-composition J1-point is determined by the first 
jumping order degree (0.755) of the jumping Au

5A - alloy 
gene in the Au3Cu-type sublattice system [38], and the 

O1-point is determined by the cross point of isothermal 
Gibbs energy curves between AuCu- and Au3Cu-type 
ordered alloys. 2) The subequilibrium limit composition 
range of the LRO AuCu3-type alloys is the O2−J4 range: 
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63.05%−81.125% Cu at 0 K, where the up-composition 
J4-point is determined by the first jumping order degree 
(0.755) of the jumping Cu

7A -alloy gene in the AuCu3- 
type sublattice system [39], and the O2-point is 
determined by the cross point of isothermal Gibbs energy 
curves between AuCu- and AuCu3-type ordered alloys at 
0 K. 3) The subequilibrium limit composition range of 
the LRO-AuCu-type alloys is the O1−O2 range: 
36.20%−63.05% Cu at 0 K, which is in excellent 
agreement with the experimental range 36.8%−62.5% Cu 
[47−49]. 

It has been also predicated that the xT
G

−
Δ m  and 

xT −σ  SHNP diagrams  of Au−Cu system should be 
established by the cross point numerical method (or 
differential numerical method) of equilibrium isothermal 
Gibbs energy xG −Δ m

T  curves (see Figs. 4 and 5, and 
Appendix C). 1) The phase boundary curves between 
ordered region and disordered region are the joining 
point xT −c  curves of isothermal Gibbs energy curves. 
2) The phase boundary curves between AuCu- and 
Au3Cu-type ordered regions and between AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type ordered regions are respectively the 

PB3 ])type-AuCutype,-CuAu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

curve (left side 
on Fig. 4(f)) and type,-AuCu([ mG

T
Δ

 -AuCu3  
PB])type x− curve (right side on Fig. 4(f)) in the 

xT
G

−
Δ m  SHNP diagrams. 

We have discovered that the first and second 
jumping alloy genes and their jumping order degrees 
depend on the compositions of alloys. For examples, in 
the stoichiometric ordered AuCu3 alloy, they are 
respectively Cu

7,jA  with jσ =0.750 and Au
11,jA  with 

jσ =0.730; in the ordered Au22Cu78 alloy, they are 
respectively Cu

9,jA  with jσ =0.792 and Au
11,jA  with 

jσ =0.616. The details will be presented in another paper. 
Therefore, it has been predicated that there exist jumping 
iso-order degree xT

j
−

σ
 regions in the range 

0.6≤ ),( Txjσ ≤0.8. It means that there exist LRO-regions, 
SRO (short range ordered)-regions and disordered region 
in the SHNP diagrams of Au−Cu system. These 
predications above have been demonstrated to be in good 
agreement with the experimental phenomena (see   
Figs. 5(a)−(d)). 

We also predicated that the phase boundary curves 
between two ordered phases may be possible to expand 
into the narrow coexisted phase boundary bands of two 
ordered phases via proper heat treatment or very long 
ageing. Namely, there may be decomposition reaction: 

PB3 ])type-AuCutype,-CuAu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

→ 

PB3 ])type-CuAu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

+ 

PB])type-(AuCu[ m xT
G

−
Δ

. 

PB3 ])typeAuCutype,-AuCu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

→ 

PB])type-AuCu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

+ 

PB3 ])type-AuCu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

 

It is often the case that the structures, properties and 
order−disorder transition paths and phase regions of 
SHNP diagrams are more describable than those 
associated with EHNP diagrams, which may be 
illustrated by the following experimental phenomena:   
1) Under the experimental condition of one year of heat 
treatment [47−49], the composition ranges of the LRO 
Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type alloys at room 
temperature are respectively A−E: 21%−36.8% Cu, E−F: 
36.8%−62.5% Cu and F−H: 62.5−79.5% Cu, that 
approach to the predicated limit composition ranges (see 
Fig. 5(f)). 2) At high temperatures, the all experimental 
jumping Ti(x)-temperatures of the LRO Au3Cu-, AuCu- 
and AuCu3-type alloys fall within range from 

xT −= 80.0σ  curve to xT −= 60.0σ  curve, although they 
are dependent on heating rates and compositions of 
alloys. 
 
5 Discussion 
 

The Au−Cu system with complete order−disorder 
transition has been considered the classic paragon 
studied nearly by all conventional and modern 
measurement methods and all alloy theories for about a 
century. These experimental data and theoretical 
achievements have laid a treasure foundation for 
establishing SMMS-framework, which includes many 
new concepts and discoveries. 
 
5.1 Relationship between EHNP and SHNP diagrams 

of Au−Cu system 
Even though it is often the case that the structures, 

properties and order−disorder transition paths of SHNP 
charts and phase regions of SHNP diagrams are more 
describable than those associated with EHNP charts and 
EHNP diagrams, which are nevertheless useful in 
following aspects. 

The SHNP diagrams of Au−Cu system are 
established by the cross point numerical method (or 
differential method) of equilibrium isothermal Gibbs 
energy xG −Δ m

T  curves in the xTG −−Δ m  EHNP 
diagrams of the Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type 
sublattice systems, as well as FCC-based lattice 
disordered system. It means that “if there are no 
EHNP-diagrams, then there are no SHNP diagrams”. 

The EHNP-diagrams may be used to understand the 
development and preservation of structures and their 
attendant properties of subequilibrium alloys in the 
SHNP diagrams, that may be illustrated by relationships 
between the EHNP and SHNP charts on disordering  
AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) compound [40]. It may be said that “If 
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there are no EHNP-charts, then there are no SHNP-charts 
and no so much discoveries”. 

Taking essential definition of equilibrium order− 
disorder transition as the standard, the essential 
definition of subequilibrium order−disorder transition 
has been proposed (see Sections 3 and 4). 

Taking equilibrium network chart of iso-order 
degree mixed enthalpy TH −Δ m

.eσ  curves on 
disordering AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) as standard, the SHNP 

charts on disordering AuCuI )( Cu
4

Au
8 AA have been 

obtained by the experimental mixed enthalpy TH −Δ m
s  

path method, and then the SHNP charts of other ordered 
xx CuAu )1( −  alloys in the whole composition range may 

be obtained by the same method. 
Comparing the equilibrium TG −Δ m

e  path of 
equiatomic AuCu alloy with its experimental TG −Δ m

s  
path, some discoveries were obtained. 1) It has been 
discovered that it is necessary to propose subequilibrium 
concept to describe the state of AuCuI )( Cu

4
Au
8 AA  

compound with higher Gibbs energy than that of 
equilibrium state in the temperature range 0 K≤T≤ 

onsetT (598 K), which is attributed to the fact that the 
-Au

8A  and -Cu
4A alloy genes are still occupied at the 

−)(Au
8 TG and −)(Cu

4 TG Gibbs energy level, 
respectively, although )(Au TGi  and )(Cu TGi  
sequences have changed with temperatures. 2) It has 
been discovered that the ability of AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) to 

keep structure stabilization against changing temperature 
is attributed to the fact that the AG-potential well depths 
greatly surpass superheated driving Gibbs energy and 
AG-vibration energies. Even at the onsetT =598 K, 

Au
8

Au.v
8 /EU  and Cu

4
Cu.v
4 /EU  ratios are about 1/27! It 

means that only depending on superheated driving Gibbs 
energy and vibration energy, the Au

8A  and Cu
4A  alloy 

genes can not surmount potential barriers to alternate 
lattice positions, occur splitting and change occupied 
Gibbs energy levels. 

Comparing the equilibrium Txi −Au
e,  and Txi −Cu

e,  
paths on disordering stoichiometric AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) 

compound with its experimental Txi −Au
s,  and Txi −Cu

s,  
paths, some discoveries have been obtained. 1) The 
essential on disordering AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) compound is 

that Au
8A  and Cu

4A  stem alloy genes are split into the 
Au
iA  and Cu

iA  sequences in the disordered state. And 
then the essential on ordering equiatomic AuCu alloy is 
that the Au

iA  and Cu
iA  sequences in the disordered 

states are degenerated into the Au
8A  and Cu

4A  stem 
alloy genes in the AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ). 2) It has been 

discovered that the 3(RA-SA) mechanism of atom 
movement at the beginning period on disordering AuCuI 
( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) compound is that three AG-pairs in a 

cell-scale region occur resonance activating to 
accumulate vibration energies and synchro alternating to 
change their lattice positions and their probabilities 

occupied at the Gibbs energy levels. 3) There exist 
jumping alloy genes on disordering AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) 

compound and their jumping order degrees with 
maximum emergent phenomenon, which is defined as 
that their concentrations are larger than the those of the 
corresponding alloy genes in the disordered state. 4) It 
has been discovered that the jumping order degree leads 
to the existence of jumping Tj-temperature and an 
unexpected so-called “retro-effect” about jumping 
temperature retrograde shift to lower temperatures upon 
increasing the heating rate. 5) It has been discovered that 
a new atom movement mechanism of AuCuI ( Cu

4
Au
8 AA ) 

to change structure for suiting variation in temperature is 
the “resonance activating-synchro alternating” of alloy 
genes, it leads to heterogeneous and successive 
subequilibrium transitions. 6) It has been discovered that 
the SPAP-AuCuII alloy containing early-, middle- and 
late-SPAP-AuCuII regions is a statistic periodic 
antiphase structure stacking of incommensurate 
tetragonal cells containing more Au

8A  and Cu
4A  alloy 

genes and antiphase boundary n(RA-SA) cells containing 
less Au

8A  and Cu
4A  alloy genes along b axis. It has no 

strict long periodic cell. The number M of cells between 
two successive antiphase boundaries is only an average, 
which is about 5. 7) It has been discovered that up to now, 
researchers have got used to recognizing the 
experimental phenomena observed during very slow 
variation in temperature to be thermodynamic 
equilibrium, lacking an essential definition of the 
thermodynamic equilibrium order-disorder transition (see 
Section 3). 
 
5.2 HAPDS-databases 

The HAPDS-database is a complex system of 
scientific−technology−society combination body with 
multi-levels. Therefore, the HAPDS-databases possess 
following characteristics. 

1) The HAPDS-database possess systematicness, 
which consists of MC-database of the MC-center, 
HAK-database of the SMMS-center, AGE-database of 
the AGE-center, shared information database of the 
HAPDSI-center and public policy database of the 
HAPDSC-center (see Fig. 1) . 

2) The HAPDS-database is commonly established 
by all parts in the HAPDS-base. 

3) The HAPDS-database is shared by all parts in the 
HAPDS-base. 

4) It is emphasized that the HAPDS-database should 
move in cycle within the all parts in the HAPDS-base, 
that not only can expand and correct database, but also 
can increase interconnection of all parts and young vigor 
of HAPDS-base, and promote control power of the 
HADSC-center for boosting sustainable progress of 
systematic metal materials science and alloy gene 
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engineering. 
 
6 Conclusions 
 

1) The systematic investigation on Au−Cu system is 
a good paragon for establishing SMMS-framework to be 
guided by the seven philosophic propositions of 
systematology, that will prove stimulating to researchers 
working on general system sciences, matter systems and 
social systems, and who may well find values in using 
them as a philosophic thinking logic for establishing 
various alloy system science frameworks, various matter 
system science frameworks and various social system 
science frameworks. 

2) To establish HAPDS-system is a good way for 
boosting sustainable progress of SMMS-framework and 
AG-engineering, and in order to discover, design, 
manufacture, deploy and develop advanced alloys in a 
more expeditious and economical way. Its base is a 
scientific−technology−society combination system, 
which should be established under the guide of seven 
philosophic propositions of systematology. 

3) It has been discovered that the RA-SA 
mechanism is a located atom movement mechanism 
rather than a oriented diffuse atom movement 
mechanism in the Au−Cu system. Then, we have 
predicated the subequilibrium limit composition ranges 
of the Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type LRO alloys, and 
that the xT

G
−

Δ m  SHNP diagrams should be established 
by the cross point numerical method (or differential 
numerical method) of equilibrium isothermal Gibbs 
energy xG −Δ m

T  curves. The calculated results are in 
good agreement with the experimental phenomena. 

4) It has been discovered that the first and second 
jumping alloy genes and their jumping order degree 
depend on the compositions of alloys. Therefore, it has 
been predicated that there exist jumping iso-order degree 

),(j xTσ  regions in the range 0.6≤ ),(j xTσ ≤0.8. It 
means that there exist LRO-region, SRO-region and 
disordered region in the SHNP diagrams of Au−Cu 
system, which are in good agreement with the 
experimental phenomena. 

5) The EHNP and SHNP diagrams are blueprints 
and operable platform for researchers to discover, design, 
manufacture and deploy advanced alloys, which are 
obtained respectively by the equilibrium lever numerical 
method and cross point numerical method of isothermal 
Gibbs energy curves. As clicking each network point, the 
holographic information of three structure levels for the 
designed alloy may be readily obtained: the phase 
constitution and fraction, phase arranging structure and 
properties of organization; the composition, alloy gene 
arranging structure and properties of each phase and the 
electronic structures and properties of alloy genes. It will 

create a new era for designing advanced alloys on the 
network. 
 
Appendixes 
 
A EHNP-and SHNP diagrams of Au−Cu system 
A.1 Comparisons of EHNP-and SHNP diagrams of 

Au−Cu system with CALPHAD- and QMAC- 
diagrams 
Figure A.1 shows the comparisons of EHNP−and 

SHNP diagrams of Au−Cu system with CALPHAD- and 
QMAC-diagrams. 

1) The ordered phases of Au3Cu-, AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type sublattice systems are separated from the 
disordered phase by a single Tc−x curve rather than by a 
two-phase coexisting region in the EHNP- and 
SHNP-diagrams (Figs. A.1(a) and (b)), that is in 
agreement with the experimental phenomena [24,47−49]. 
However, the ordered phase of Au3Cu-, AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type sublattice systems are separated respectively 
from the disordered phase by two-phase coexisting 
regions in the CALPHAD- and QMAC-diagrams   
(Figs. A.1(c)−(f)), that have been never observed in 
experiments [24,47−49]. 

2) The highest critical Tc-point on the xT −c  curve 
of Au−Cu system is located at the network point 
( Cux =55.5%, cT =839 K, mGΔ =−10189.02 J/mol) in 
the EHNP- and SHNP-diagrams of Au−Cu system. From 
Fig. A.2, it can be known that the network points of the 
highest critical points of the Au3Cu-, AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type sublattice systems are respectively 
H(xCu=52.25%, Tc=835 K, mGΔ =−10219 J/mol),   
H(xCu=52.80%, Tc=835 K, mGΔ =−10215.12 J/mol), 
H(xCu=55.50%, Tc=839 K, mGΔ =−10189.02 J/mol). 
However, the compositions of the highest critical points 
of the Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems 
are located respectively at the stoichiometric 
compositions: 25% Cu, 50% Cu and 75% Cu (Figs. 
A.1(c)−(f)). 

3) In the SHNP-diagram (Fig. 5(f), Fig. A.1(b)), the 
subequilibrium limit composition ranges of the LRO 
Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-alloys at 0 K are respectively 
18.875%−36.20% Cu, 36.20%−63.05% Cu and 63.05%− 
81.125% Cu, which are in good agreement with the 
experimental results at room temperature: 21%− 36.8% 
Cu, 36.8%−62.5% Cu and 62.5%−79.5% Cu [47−49]. 
However, there is no subequilibrium phase diagram in 
the CALPHAD- and QMAC- thermodynamics. 

4) In the SHNP-diagram, the phase boundary curves 
between AuCu- and Au3Cu-type ordered regions and 
between AuCu- and AuCu3-type ordered regions are 
respectively the −

Δ
type)-AuCutype,-CuAu([ 3mG

T  
PB]x curve (left side on Fig. A.1(b)) and the  

PB3 ])type-AuCutype,-AuCu([ m xT
G

−
Δ

 curves  (right 
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Fig. A.1 EHNP, SHNP, CALPHAD and QMAC diagrams of Au−Cu system: (a) Equilibrium phase diagram with iso-order degree 
xT −σ  curves and experimental jumping Tj(x) points; (b) Subequilibrium phase diagram with iso-order degree xT −σ  curves and 

experimental jumping Tj(x) points; (c)−(f) CALPHAD-diagram given in Refs. [17], [18], [50] and [51] (The experimental jumping 
Tj-temperatures, which were erroneously considered as the equilibrium critical cT -temperatures in Ref. [17]) 
 
side on Figs. A.1(b)). However, we also predicated that 
the phase boundary curves between two ordered phases 
may be possible to expand into the narrow coexisting 
phase boundary bands of two ordered phases via proper 
heat treatment or very-very long ageing at high 
temperature. Namely, there may be decomposition 
reaction (see Section 4), that is in agreement with the 
experimental phenomenon [47−49]. However, there is no 
subequilibrium phase diagram in the QMAC- and 
CALPHAD-thermodynamics. 

In the SHNP-diagram, there exist jumping xT −
jσ  

regions in the range 0.6≤ jσ ≤0.8. It means that there 
exist LRO-regions, SRO-regions and disordered region, 
that are in good agreement with the experimental 

phenomena. However, the researchers in the QMAC- and 
CALPHAD-communities erroneously considered the 
jumping Tj-temperatures as the selected information of 
the critical Tc-temperatures, then adjusted parameters in 
Gibbs energy functions and established so-called 
equilibrium phase diagrams to achieve the best 
representation of the selected information [22]. These 
phase diagrams are questionable in many respects. 

The equilibrium and subequilibrium holographic 
network phase diagrams are blueprints and operable 
platform for researchers to discover, design, manufacture 
and deploy advanced alloys, they are obtained 
respectively by the equilibrium lever numerical method 
and cross point numerical method of isothermal Gibbs 
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energy curves. As clicking each network point, the 
holographic information of three structure levels for the 
designed alloy may be readily obtained: the phase 
constitution and fraction, phase arranging structure and 
properties of organization; the composition, alloy gene 
arranging structure and properties of each phase and the 
electronic structures and properties of alloy genes. It will 
create a new era for network designing advanced alloys. 
A.2 Steps to establish EHNP and SHNP diagrams of 

Au−Cu system 
The steps to establish EHNP and SHNP diagrams of 

Au−Cu system may be illustrated by Fig. A.3. 
A.3 Equilibrium holographic network phase (EHNP) 

diagrams of AuCu-, AuCu3- and Au3Cu-type 
sublattice systems 
Based on the AG-holographic information database 

and essential definition of equilibrium order−disorder 
transition, the traditional phase diagram of single ordered 
phase sublattice system described only by phase 
boundary lines has been developed into a set of EHNP- 
diagrams described by a set of information about AGA- 
structures, physical and thermodynamic properties, 
which are established by the minimum mixed Gibbs 
energy path method. From Fig. A.2, it can be known that 
the network points of the highest critical points of the 
Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice systems   

are respectively H(xCu=52.25%, Tc=835 K, ∆Gm=−10219 
J/mol), H(xCu=52.80%, Tc=835 K, ∆Gm=−10215.12 
J/mol), H(xCu=55.50%, Tc=839 K, ∆Gm=     
−10189.02 J/mol). 
 
B Equilibrium lever numerical method of isothermal 

Gibbs energy curves for establishing EHNP- 
diagrams of Au−Cu system 

The solid FCC-based lattice Au−Cu system is a 
competitive system of the ordered Au3Cu-, AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type sublattice systems and disordered 
FCC-based lattice Au−Cu system. The three dimensional 

xTG −−Δ m  EHNP diagram may be established by the 
equilibrium lever numerical method of isothermal Gibbs 
energy curves. 
B.1 Equilibrium Gibbs energy lever method in whole 

composition region 
1) Known conditions 
Two-dimensional isothermal Gibbs energy 

xG −Δ m
T  EHNP diagrams of ordered Au3Cu-, AuCu- 

and AuCu3-type sublattice systems and disordered 
FCC-based lattice Au−Cu system have been calculated 
by composition step xΔ =0.05% and temperature step 

TΔ =1 K (Fig. B.1). 
The isothermal Gibbs energy xG −Δ m

T  curves   
of ordered Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice  

 

 
Fig. A.2 Two-dimensional isothermal Gibbs energy xG −Δ m

T  EHNP diagrams: (a) T−x equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed 
Gibbs energy xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of Au3Cu-type sublattice system; (b) T−x equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy 
xT

G
−

Δ m  curves of AuCu-type sublattice system; (c) T−x equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT
G

−
Δ m  curves 

of AuCu3-type sublattice system; (d) T−x equilibrium phase diagram with iso-mixed Gibbs energy xT
G

−
Δ m  curves of FCC-based 

lattice disordered Au(1−x)Cux solution 
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Fig. A.3 Steps to establish EHNP and SHNP diagrams of Au−Cu system (q denote mixed Gibbs energy mGΔ , order degree σ, 
configurational entropy cS , mixed characteristic Gibbs energy *mGΔ , mixed enthalpy mHΔ ,  mixed potential energy mEΔ , 
mixed volume mVΔ , generalized vibration free energy vX , generalized vibration energy vU , generalized vibration entropy vS , 
mixed specific heat capacity m

pcΔ , mixed thermal expansion coefficient mαΔ  and activities ( Aua  and Cua )) 
 
systems and disordered FCC-based lattice Au−Cu system 
at a given T-temperature have been established. The 
isothermal xG −Δ m

A.T  and  xG −Δ m
B.T  curves have 

2001 numerical points, respectively, where A and B may 
represent two different order sublattice systems     
(Fig. B.2). 

At a given T-temperature, there are (2001)2= 
4004001 )),(),(( b

m
Aa

m
A xTGxTG Δ−Δ  connection lines. 

But only one may be the equilibrium Gibbs energy 
)),(),(( A

m
AA

m
A xTGxTG Δ−Δ  lever between the 

),(m
A xTGΔ  and  ),(m

B xTGΔ  curves (Fig. B.2). 
2) Equations 
Gibbs energy equation of the “tracer alloy” on the 

)),(),(( b
m
Ba

m
A xTGxTG Δ−Δ  connection lines (see Fig. 

B.2): 
 

−Δ×
−
−

=Δ ),(),( a
m
A

ab

cb
c

m
BA, xTG

xx
xx

xTG  

),( b
m
B

ab

ac xTG
xx
xx

Δ×
−
−

                   (B.1) 

 
Gibbs energy equation of the “tracer alloy” with 

minimum Gibbs energy on the equilibrium 
)),(),(( B

m
BA

m
A xTGxTG Δ−Δ  lever (see Fig. B.2): 

−Δ×
−
−

=Δ ),()),(( A
m
A

AB

CB
minC

m
BA, xTG

xx
xxxTG  

 

),( B
m
B

AB

AC xTG
xx
xx

Δ×
−
−                   (B.2) 

 
where the composition xC of the tracer alloy consisting of 
A and B phases may be any point between xA and xB 
points, it can be easily determined by inspection. By this 
method, the three-dimensional xTG −−Δ m  EHNP 
diagrams may be established. Then, a set of three- 
dimensional xTq −−  EHNP diagrams, two- 
dimensional xq −T , xT −q  and Tqx − EHNP 
diagram may be established. It should be pointed out that 
this method can not only determine the equilibrium 
phase boundary covers of ordered AuCu-sublattice 
system with ordered Au3Cu- and AuCu3-sublattice 
system, but also can demonstrate that there is no a 
two-phase region between disordered and ordered phases 
in the Au−Cu system. 
B.2 Equilibrium Gibbs energy lever method in a selected 

composition region 
1) Known conditions 
Two-dimensional isothermal Gibbs energy m

TGΔ −x 
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Fig. B.1 Two-dimensional isothermal Gibbs energy xG −Δ m

T  EHNP diagrams: (a) xG −Δ m  equilibrium phase diagram of 
Au3Cu-type sublattice system with isothermal xG −Δ m

T  diagram and phase boundary curve )(m
PB xGΔ ; (b) xG −Δ m  equilibrium 

phase diagram of AuCu-type sublattice system with isothermal xG −Δ m
T  diagram and phase boundary curve )(m

PB xGΔ ; (c) 
xG −Δ m  equilibrium phase diagram of AuCu3-type sublattice system with isothermal xG −Δ m

T  diagram and phase boundary curve 
)(m

PB xGΔ ; (d) xG −Δ m  equilibrium phase diagram of FCC-based lattice disordered Au(1−x)Cux solution with  isothermal xG −Δ m
T  

diagram (These diagrams are drawn up by composition step ∆x=0.05%, and temperature step ∆T=100 K. the symbols “O”, “D”, “C”, 
“L” and “H” denote respectively ordered region, disordered region, stoechmetric compound, lowest network point at 0 K and the 
lowest network point on the phase boundary curve) 
 

 
Fig. B.2 Equilibrium lever numerical method of whole 
composition region ( )(m

A xGΔ  and )(m
B xGΔ  are respectively 

isothermal mixed Gibbs energy curves of AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type ordered phases as function of composition at 300 
K. BCA −−  line is the equilibrium lever of AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type ordered alloys) 
 
EHNP diagrams of ordered Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3- 
type sublattice system and disordered FCC-based lattice 
Au−Cu system have been calculated by composition step 

ε=Δx =0.05% and temperature step ∆T=1 K (Fig. B.1). 
The isothermal Gibbs energy xG −Δ m

T  curves of 
ordered Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type sublattice 
systems and disordered FCC-based lattice Au−Cu system 
at a given T-temperature have been established. The 
isothermal xG T −Δ m

A.  and  xG T −Δ m
B.  curves have 

2001 numerical points, respectively, where, A and B may 
represent two different order sublattice systems. 

The selected region may be easily determined by 
inspection, of which the composition range is 50%−75% 
Cu at 300 K (Fig. B.3). The xG −Δ m

A.T  and  
xG −Δ m

B.T  curves have 500 numerical points, 
respectively, where, A and B represent AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type sublattice systems. Therefore, there are 
(501)2=251001 connection lines, which are much less 
than those of equilibrium Gibbs energy lever method in 
the whole composition. For an experienced researcher, 
these connection lines may be much reduced. 

At a given T-temperature, the composition ( cx ) of 
the cross point between xG T −Δ m

A.  and  xG T −Δ m
B.  

curves may be determined by equation (Fig. B.3): 
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Fig. B.3 Equilibrium lever numerical method in a selected 
composition region ( )(m

A xGΔ  and )(m
B xGΔ  are respectively 

isothermal mixed Gibbs energy curves of AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type ordered phases as function of composition at   
300 K. BCA −−  line is the equilibrium lever of AuCu- and 
AuCu3-type ordered alloys) 
 

0)()( c
m
B.Tc

m
A.T =Δ−Δ xGxG                    (B.3) 

 
The cx -composition is selected as the tracer alloy. 
2) Equations 
Gibbs energy equation of the “tracer alloy” on the 

))()(( b
m
Ba

m
A xGxG Δ−Δ  connection lines (Fig. B.3): 
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Gibbs energy equation of the “tracer alloy” on the 

equilibrium )),(),(( B
m
BA

m
A xTGxTG Δ−Δ  lever: 
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Δ+Δ
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BA
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BA,
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xx
xxx
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Δ+Δ
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BA
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m
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C Cross point numerical method of isothermal Gibbs 

energy curves for establishing SHNP-diagrams of 
Au−Cu system 

The cross point numerical method of isothermal 
Gibbs energy curves may be described by differential 
values of isothermal Gibbs energy curves. Therefore, this 
method may be also called as the differential method of 
isothermal Gibbs energy curves. In the present work, the 
disordered alloys are taken as the standard. The 
SHNP-diagrams of Au−Cu system established by this 
method may be illustrated by Figs. C.1 to C.3. 

 

 
Fig. C.1 Overall aspect of cross point numerical method for 
establishing SHNP-diagrams of Au−Cu system 
 

 
Fig. C.2 Top part of cross point numerical method for 
establishing SHNP-diagrams of Au−Cu system (The symbols 
are explained as: A, cross point of isothermal Gibbs energy 
curves of ordered Au3Cu-type phase and disordered FCC-alloy 
phase; B, cross point of isothermal Gibbs energy curves of 
ordered AuCu-type phase and disordered FCC-alloy phase; C, 
cross point of isothermal Gibbs energy curves of ordered 
Au3Cu-type and AuCu-type phase; D, cross point of isothermal 
Gibbs energy curves of ordered AuCu-type and AuCu3-type 
phase; E, cross point of isothermal Gibbs energy curves of 
ordered AuCu-type (Au3Cu-type) and disordered FCC-alloy 
phase; F, cross point of isothermal Gibbs energy curves of 
ordered AuCu3-type phase and disordered FCC-alloy phase; 
C(A,B), common point reaction of Au3Cu-type, AuCu-type and 
disordered FCC-alloy phase; D(C,F), common point reaction of 
AuCu-type, AuCu3-type and disordered FCC-alloy phase; H, 
the highest critical Tc-point on the xT −c  curve of Au-Cu 
system) 
 

From Figs. C.1 and C.2, we can obtain the 
following knowledges: 

The phase boundary curve xT −c  between the 
ordered and disordered phases consists of three line 
segments: the ),( BACAAO −−−  line segment (see 
Figs. C.1 and C.2) between Au3Cu-type ordered and  
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Fig. C.3 Analysis of cross points at 800, 825, 826, 829, 830 and 838 K 
 
disordered phases, ),(),( FCDBAC −  line segment (see 
Fig. C.2)  between AuCu-type ordered and disordered 
phases, and FFHFCD −−−),(  line segment 
between AuCu3-type ordered and disordered phases. 

The ),( BACCCC −−−  curve (see Figs. C.1 and 
C.2) is the phase boundary curve between Au3Cu-type 
and AuCu-type ordered phases, which may be described 
by the PB3 ])type-AuCutype,-CuAu([ m xT

G
−

Δ
curve 

(see Section 4). 
The ),( FCDDDD −−−  curve (see Figs. C.1 and 

C.2) is the phase boundary curve between AuCu-type 

and AuCu3-type ordered phases, which may be described 
by the PB3 ])type-AuCutype,-AuCu([ m xT

G
−

Δ
curve 

(see Section 4). 
The highest critical Tc-point on the  xT −c  curve 

of Au−Cu system is located at the network point 
( Cux =55.5%, cT =839 K, mGΔ =−10189.02 J/mol), 
through accurate calculation by the differential method 
between Gibbs energies of ordered and disordered alloys. 
The analysis of cross points at 800 K (see Fig. C.3(a), 
Table C.1), 825, 826, 829, 830 and 838 K is shown in  
Fig. C.3 and Table C.1. 
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Table C.1 Differential values of Gibbs energies of Au3Cu-, AuCu- and AuCu3-type alloys at 800 K, taking xG −Δ m

dis  curve as 
standard (see Fig. C.3(a)) 

Cux /% 
m

dis)Cu(Au3 −ΔG / 

(J·mol−1) 

m
dis)(AuCu−ΔG / 

(J·mol−1) 

m
dis)(AuCu3−ΔG /

(J·mol−1) Cux /%
m

dis)(AuCu−ΔG /

(J·mol−1) 

m
dis)(AuCu3−ΔG / 

(J·mol−1) 

m
dis)Cu(Au3 −ΔG /

(J·mol−1) 
40.500 0 0 0 55.00 −0.9956 −6.8920 −10.9088 

41.00 0 0 0 55.50 −0.8617 −6.4535 −11.5545 

41.50 0 0 0 56.00 −0.7332 −5.9588 −12.1666 

41.95(A)) 0 0 0 56.50 −0.6118 −5.4174 −12.7370 

42.00 −0.0152 0 0 57.00 −0.4991 −4.8400 −13.2578 

42.50 −0.2308 0 0 57.50 −0.3964 −4.2384 −13.7205 

42.65(B) −0.3042 0 0 58.00 −0.3049 −3.6250 −14.1167 

43.00 −0.4827 −0.0396 −0.0016 58.50 −0.2255 −3.0135 −14.4376 

43.50 −0.7433 −0.2123 −0.0182 59.00 −0.1586 −2.4179 −14.6745 

44.00 −0.9982 −0.5045 −0.0633 59.50 −0.1044 −1.8530 −14.8186 

44.50 −1.2383 −0.8974 −0.1457 60.00 −0.0628 −1.3344 −14.8610 

45.00 −1.4577 −1.3724 −0.2707 60.50 −0.0331 −0.8777 −14.7931 

45.15(C) −1.5188 −1.5282 −0.3171 61.00 −0.0141 −0.4994 −14.6064 

45.50 −1.6522 −1.9113 −0.4421 61.50 −0.0040 −0.2162 −14.2928 

46.00 −1.8196 −2.4967 −0.6620 62.00 −0.0004 −0.0449 −13.8447 

46.50 −1.9583 −3.1116 −0.9314 62.40(E) 0 0 −13.3846 

47.00 −2.0679 −3.7400 −1.2505 62.50 0 0 −13.2551 

47.50 −2.1485 −4.3665 −1.6185 63.00 0 0 −12.5181 

48.00 −2.2008 −4.9768 −2.0341 63.50 0 0 −11.6292 

48.50 −2.2260 −5.5578 −2.4954 64.00 0 0 −10.5854 

49.00 −2.2255 −6.0974 −2.9997 64.50 0 0 −9.3860 

49.50 −2.2012 −6.5848 −3.5442 65.00 0 0 −8.0332 

50.00 −2.1549 −7.0107 −4.1253 65.50 0 0 −6.5333 

50.50 −2.0889 −7.3671 −4.7393 66.00 0 0 −4.8975 

51.00 −2.0054 −7.6475 −5.3817 66.50 0 0 −3.1450 

51.50 −1.9068 −7.8469 −6.0479 67.00 0 0 −1.3062 

52.00 −1.7955 −7.9621 −6.7328 67.15(F) 0 0 0 
52.90(D) −1.5709 −7.9522 −7.9953 67.50 0 0 0 

52.50 −1.6739 −7.9911 −7.4310 68.00 0 0 0 
53.00 −1.5445 −7.9339 −8.1368 68.50 0 0 0 
53.50 −1.4097 −7.7917 −8.8441 69.00 0 0 0 
54.00 −1.2717 −7.5675 −9.5464 69.50 0 0 0 
54.50 −1.1330 −7.2657 −10.2370 70.00 0 0 0 
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摘  要：以 Au−Cu 系为例，介绍 3 项发现和 2 个方法。第一，建立全息合金定位设计系统是推动系统金属材料

科学和合金基因工程持续发展的新路径。它的基地由材料测试和计算中心、系统金属材料科学中心、合金基因工

程中心、全息合金定位设计系统信息中心和控制中心组成。第二，原子移动的共振激活和同步交换机制具有 2 种

形式：局域式和定向扩散式。第三，平衡和亚平衡全息网格相图是研究者发现、设计、生产和应用先进合金的蓝

图和可操作平台，它们分别由合金相的等温 Gibbs 能线的平衡杠杆线数值法和亚平衡交点数值法获得。点击每一

格点便可获得设计合金的 3 个结构层次信息：组织的相的组成和分数，相的排列结构和性质；合金相的成分，合

金基因排列结构和性质；合金基因的电子结构和性质。它将开创一个网络设计先进合金的新时代。 

关键词：Au−Cu 系；全息合金定位设计系统；平衡和亚平衡全息网络相图；系统金属材料科学；网络设计合金 
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